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In the original scenario, growing certain crops with straight brown color or In the original scenario, growing
certain crops with straight brown color or gray color was difficult because the color natural yellow because the
color natural yellow was not as thick as the crop desired. In the original scenario, growing certain crops with

straight brown color or gray color was difficult because the color natural yellow because the color natural
yellow was not as thick as the crop desired. But now, the Agri-TECH® MARCKS™ technology, the color of
crops can be controlled to the desired color by controlling the location of the water spray and the amount of

nutrients absorbed into the plants. Most plants absorb nutrients from the fertilizer when they are sprayed.
After this, they are absorbed into the plant. In this process, the farmer adds fertilizer into the water. The

farmer increases or decreases the amount of fertilizer according to their desire. Agri-TECH MARCKS™
technology, the farmer can control the amount of fertilizer absorbed into the plants. In the original scenario,
growing certain crops with straight brown color or gray color was difficult because the color natural yellow

because the color natural yellow was not as thick as the crop desired. But now, the Agri-TECH MARCKS™
technology, the color of crops can be controlled to the desired color by controlling the location of the water

spray and the amount of nutrients absorbed into the plants. Samples of items produced: brown, yellow, green,
white, black, gray and red) Products are produced in a wide variety of shapes, sizes and colors. The farmer

can use various shapes to target or repel pests. For example, they can make their crops look like an insect by
making them into a caterpillar shape or create a pest-repelling effect by making a golden-yellow circle. When

a farmer makes crops with their desired colors, they can easily find the crop and remove any pests. Every
farmer can produce crops of their desired colors. So, farmers can expect an increase in crop quality because

they will get a higher yield. The Agri-TECH™ MARCKS™ technology can help farmers to make high-
quality crops that are more resistant to disease and pests. This technology can also help farmers to increase
their yield because it can help farmers to easily remove pests. The original scenario: water and fertilizer are
sprayed onto plants using a fertilizer tank and sprayer. The farmer can use fertilizer to increase the nutrients

of their crops. The MARCKS™ 3e33713323
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